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Order. The circumstances of the king's apostasy and the political
context behind his assassination are examined in great detail.
The author asserts that the Lithuanian kingdom rather than the
state itself ended with Mindaugas' death.
In the first appendix (p. 309-330) Gudavicius supports the
doubts of the Russian scholar Aleksandr Zimin concerning the
authenticity of The Lay of Igor's Host. The textological analysis
of the Lay shows that it was written on the basis of thelpat'evskaia
Chronicle and in particular on Zadonshchina. The second and
third appendices (p. 330-331) are a supplement to the monograph,
relating to a book, issued in Basel about 1549, containing
information about the war between the Lithuanians and the
Teutonic Knights and about Mindaugas' grave in Agluona
(Lattigallia).
A summary in English (p. 333-339) is comprehensive,
informative and reflects the main ideas of the monograph.
In the opinion of this reviewer some minor criticisms could
be made of the book: the fourth chapter could have a map of the
thirteenth-century Lithuania; the index of personal names could
be more helpful if not only the surname, but also the first name
in full (instead of the initials) were given.
In this book Professor Edvardas GudaviCius fully achieved
his stated aim and makes an excellent contribution to scholarship
on Lithuania in Mindaugas' times. The monograph was published
by the Lithuanian Institute of History. As the first edition of
1,500 copies was quickly sold out, a revised edition was issued in
September 1998.
Artiiras Dubonis
M.E.EnitiKOBa PyccKoe rocyJ(apcrBo H BeJIHKoe KH.fDKecrBo
JlnroBcKoecKOHJ..(a XV B. J(O 1569 r. OnhiTCpaBHHTeJihHoncropRVecKoro H3yieHHfi noJIHTH'leCKoro crpoJI. MocKBa:
11HCTl1T}'T pOCCl1HCKOH
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[M. E. Bychkova. The Russian State and the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania from the End of the Fifteenth Century to 1569: An
Essay in the Comparative History of Political Systems. Moscow:
Institute for Russian History, 1996. Pp. 175.]
Dr. Bychkova is well-known for her numerous works on
genealogy and the social history of early modern Muscovy
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and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. 1 Her new book presents
an attempt to compare the political systems of these two
East European states in the sixteenth century.
The book under consideration consists of three parts.
The first, headed The Rights and Functions of Power, deals
with such issues as the emergence and functioning of state
machinery (the GD Chancery and similar offices in Muscovy), the supreme bodies of power (seim and Rada panov
[Council of Lords], on the one hand, zemskii sobor [Land
Assembly] and Boyar Duma [Council], on the other hand)
and, finally, the relations between the State and the Church
in both countries.
All this section is based mainly on secondary literature, no primary sources are brought into analysis. Thus,
regarding the work of the GDL Chancery M. Bychkova
follows E. Banionis; in her account of Lithuanian Council of
Lords [Rada panov] she relies on I. A Malinovskii's study,
and while speaking about the status of the Orthodox Church
within the GDL she refers to works by M. K. Liubavskii,
J. Tazbir and T. Trajdos.
As a result, little appears to be new in this section.
The author is inspired by perceived similarities between
institutions of the both countr-ies. However, M. Bychkova
fails to explain why, if (as she asserts) the Boyar Council
[Duma] in Muscovy and the Council of Lords [Rada panov]
in Lithuania had much in common in their origins and
history, it so happened that the Council of Lords gained
real authority in the GDL and became less dependent on
the monarch than its counterpart in Moscow (pp. 33-39).
The second part of the book, The Group Structure
[soslovnaia struktura] of the Ruling Class, begins with some
observations concerning the trends of the growth of landed
property in the GDL. M. E. Bychkova describes several
See: Dhi'IKOBa M .E . Po,aocJIOBHh!e KHHrH XVI- XVll BB. xax
JfCTOpngeCKHif JfCTO'lHHK (Moscow, 1975); idem , 0611(1-l:e Tpa,r(HL(HH
po.n:ocJIOBHhiX JiereH.n: npaBJIIl(HX .n:oMoB BocTo•moi1 EBponhr
[CommonTraditions in Genealogical Legends of East European Ruling Houses]
in : KyJihTYfJHhie CBH3H Hapo,aon Bocro'!Hoii Enpollhi B XVI B. (Moscow,
1976); idem, CocTaB KJiacca <Peo.n:aJioB PoccHH B XVI B.(Moscow, 1986);
idem, CocJIOBHM CTpYJ<TYPa npaBJIIl(ero KJiacca H Jll JlHTOBCKHi1
CT3T)'T [The Group Structure of the Ruling Class and the Third Lithuanian
Statute] in: TperHii JlHroncKHii Craryr 1588 ro,aa. (Vilnius, 1989), etc.
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patterns of acqumng estates at the period of 1480s-1500s,
ranging from lower nobles (clerks, servicemen) to such
magnates as RadziwiUs and Kctsgailas (pp. 56 - 60). This
description is followed by an analysis of the process of
consolidation of Lithuanian landowners into a single estate.
In the author's opinion, the process under discussion started
in the second half of the fifteenth century and was completed in the Statute of 1529 (p. 67 ff.). Bychkova states that
the group structure of the nobility, as reflected by the
articles of the First Statute, included three layers: princes
[kniazhata] and prelates, then - lords [pany] and, finally,
gentry [szlachta ]. Comparing these articles with relevant
ones in the Statutes of 1566 . and 1588, the author attempts
to trace the further evolution of the 'noble estate' throughout the whole sixteenth century (pp. 71 - 79).
Though these observations seem to be interesting and
convincing, some questions cannot but arise. First of all,
the term 'ruling class' which is used many times through
the whole book (pp. 16, 55, 65, 79) looks like an obvious
remainder of Soviet Marxist methodology and should hardly
be applied to Lithuanian szlachta as a whole.
How could some poor landless servicemen take part in real
decision-making ? ! And besides, Bychkova herself correctly
notes that 'the real power in the GDL undoubtedly belonged
to the lords of the Council [pany rada ]' (p. 33). The contradiction between such an assertion and terminology applied
in the book is obvious. The main shortcoming of Dr.
Bychkova's approach , in this reviewer's opinion, lies elsewhere. Legal norms are insufficient to describe the status of
a certain social group, and other data brought intg_ consideration are very scarce. Two paragraphs only are devoted to
the characteristics of princes in the GDL and two pages to the evolution of the term boyarin (pp. 68 - 70); other
layers of nobles merely dropped out of this analysis. And
besides, does the author really mean that there was only
one estate, namely the noble one? She does not even
mention, say, townsmen (meshchane) or clergy as an estate.
Meanwhile, if there was really an estate-system in the GDL
(and this reviewer does thi~k so), surely there must have
been other important social groups (estates, die Stande)
besides the nobility.
The third part of the work, The Ideological Shaping of
Power, is probably the best and the most original one. It
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focuses on coronation ceremonies in Poland, Lithuania and
Muscovy, and on genealogical legends in these countries. As
far as the Polish pattern is concerned, the author cites
A. Gieysztor's article abundantly. 2 For her part, Dr. Bychkova
makes a thorough examination of Muscovite coronation
ceremonies which took place in 1498 and 1547. As for the
Lithuanian case, the author confines herself to a brief
paraphrase of Stryjkowski's accounts of the coronation of
the Grand Duke Alexander in 1492 and of Sigismund I in
1506 (p. 107). All these observations led Bychkova to the
conclusion that Polish and Lithuanian coronation ceremonies (unlike the Muscovite one) reflected an appreciable
dependence of the monarch on the nobility; it was a sort of
a treaty between the sovereign and his subjects which was
'sealed' by an oath of the elect to rule justly (p. 117).
Some other keen observations and interesting conjectures are also worth mentioning. For instance, Bychkova
notes that the system of titles remained undeveloped both
in the GDL and in Russia, and argues that this may have
been due to the system(s) of landowning (p. 75). Probable
as it is, however, this hypothesis needs to be concretized
and to be grounded in the sources.
In conclusion Bychkova stresses the crucial (in her
view) point of divergence of the two political systems in the
sixteenth century: Muscovy was moving towards a fairly
centralized administrative structure while in the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania, on the contrary, the role of local institutions
and officials was increasing (p. 168). Again, it seems true
but too general. Curiously enough, neither a concise description of the Lithuanian political system as a whole, nor a
detailed analysis of its different parts can be found in the
book under review.
Thus, the scope of problems touched upon in Dr.
Bychkova's book is really impressive but the thoroughness
with which they are treated leaves much to be desired. Lack
of evidence is the most striking feature of the work under
discussion. Quotations from primary sources are very rare
(except, perhaps, for the final part of the book). One can
guess (though the author does not state it plainly) that the
book has been conceived mainly as a survey of relevant research
literature. But even as such it is surprisingly incomplete.
Gieysztor A. Spektakl i liturgia. Polska koronacja krolewska, in:
Kultura elitama a kultura masowa w Polsce poznego sredniowiecza. Warsaw 1978.
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It is no wonder, of course, that Bychkova does not cite
the most recent monograph by K. Pietkiewicz on Grand Duke
Alexander's reign.3 But how can one explain the absence of
references to numerous standard works on the history of the
GDL - those by F. I. Leontovich, M. F. Dovnar-Zapol'skii,
F. Papee, L. Kolankowski, 0. Halecki, K. Chodynicki,
S. Kuczynski, W Kamieniecki, J. Ochmanski, 0. P. Backus,
A. Khoroshkevich, and many others? It is quite deplorable
that works by Lithuanian scholars have been neglected almost
completely (except for some articles by E . Banionis and
J . Jurginis published in Russian). The author would benefit
also from the pioneer research of N. Iakovenko, if she used
her monograph on the Ukrainian szlachta (1993). 4
Lacking data on the GDL Bychkova tries to rely on
Polish materials, i.e., to judge Lithuanian phenomena by
Polish ones (even while discussing political ideas and concepts
of the Lithuanian szlachta, see: pp. 129 -133, 149 -152): such
an approach surely can not be taken seriously.
To sum up, the idea of comparing the political systems of
these two neighbouring East European countries must be
welcomed and deserves the whole support. However, this
brave attempt to carry out such an ambitious project can
hardly be considered successful.
Mikhail Krom
European University at St. Petersburg
Tado Kosciuskos sukilimo (1794) lietuviSkieji rastai [Lithuanian
texts from the Tadeusz Kosciuszko Uprising (1794)]. Prepared
for publication (with Introduction and Commentary) by Juozas
Tumelis. Historiae Lituaniae Fontes Minores, I, Lithuanian
Institute of History. Vilnius: Zara, 1997. Pp. 56, illus., facsim.
ISBN 9986-34-010-1
The publication under review contains reprints of seven original
or translated Lithuanian texts, making up a self-contained
collection, relating to the Uprising of Tadeusz Kosciuszko
3
Pietkiewicz K. Wielkie Ksie<stwo Litewskie pod rzljdami Aleksandra
Jagiellonczyka. Poznan, 1995.
4
JlKoBeHKo HM YiqJai.HcbKa lliJUIXTa 3 KiHu.R XIV .n;o cepe,n;Hirn:
XVII CT. (BoJIHHb i U:eHTpaJibHa YKpaiHa). Kiev, 1993.
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